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55  line 6: replace “among the matched” with “among the unmatched”;

229  line 13: replace “Palubeckis [544]” with the following (missing) reference:

  G. Palubeckis. The use of special graphs for obtaining lower bounds in the

289  eqn (9.27): replace “s ∈ F” with “S ∈ F”;

308  line 14: replace “approximation algorithms which yield a feasible solution whose
  value is not worse than 3/2 of the optimal value in the first case, and 4/3 of the
  optimal value in the second case.” with

  “two approximation algorithms which yield, in both cases, feasible solutions whose
  value is not worse than 3/2 of the optimal value, and 4/3 of the optimal value,
  respectively.”;

310  line 25: replace “Bandelt, Crama and Spieksma [67]” with “Crama and Spieksma
  [200]”; 

310  line 26: replace “cost coefficients $c_{ijk} = a_ib_jc_k$.” with “cost coefficients.”.